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emoving free-surface multiples from teleseismic transmission
nd constructed reflection responses using reciprocity and the
nverse scattering series
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ABSTRACT

We develop a new way to remove free-surface multiples
from teleseismic P- transmission and constructed reflection
responses. We consider two types of teleseismic waves with
the presence of the free surface: One is the recorded waves
under the real transmission geometry; the other is the con-
structed waves under a virtual reflection geometry. The theo-
ry presented is limited to 1D plane wave acoustic media, but
this approximation is reasonable for the teleseismic P-wave
problem resulting from the steep emergence angle of the
wavefield. Using one-way wavefield reciprocity, we show
how the teleseismic reflection responses can be reconstructed
from the teleseismic transmission responses. We use the in-
verse scattering series to remove free-surface multiples from
the original transmission data and from the reconstructed re-
flection response. We derive an alternative algorithm for re-
constructing the reflection response from the transmission
data that is obtained by taking the difference between the
teleseismic transmission waves before and after free-surface
multiple removal. Numerical tests with 1D acoustic layered
earth models demonstrate the validity of the theory we devel-
op. Noise test shows that the algorithm can work with S/N ra-
tio as low as 5 compared to actual data with S/N ratio from 30
to 50. Testing with elastic synthetic data indicates that the
acoustic algorithm is still effective for small incidence angles
of typical teleseismic wavefields.

INTRODUCTION

In reflection seismology, sources and receivers usually are located
t the earth’s surface �Figure 1a�. In contrast, teleseismic P-wave
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ata used in global seismology to image the deep interior of the earth
tilize wavefields that are incident from below �Figure 1c�. These
ata are collected in a transmission geometry, and the incident wave-
eld is well approximated by plane P-waves. Figure 1c illustrates the
eal teleseismic transmission geometry with a free surface. In this
aper, we consider two types of teleseismic waves: One is the re-
orded wavefield of real teleseismic experiment under the transmis-
ion geometry �Figure 1c�; the other is the constructed reflection
avefield under the virtual reflection geometry �Figure 1d�. There-

ore, there are two types of free-surface multiples: in the transmis-
ion geometry and in the reflection geometry, respectively.

In exploration seismology, various methods have been developed
o either attenuate or eliminate free-surface multiples �Berkhout,
982; Verschuur et al., 1992; Weglein et al., 1997; Dragoset and
ericevic, 1998�. The influence of free-surface multiples on teleseis-
ic data has been treated differently. Kennett �1991� demonstrated a
ay to separate P- and S-wavefield components based on polariza-

ion when the slowness and azimuth of the incident waves and the P-
nd S-wave velocities at the earth’s surface were assumed known. In
hat approach, a free-surface operator was introduced to remove
hat is commonly called the free-surface effect. This operator, how-

ver, does nothing with multiples, but serves only to compensate for
istortion of the P- and SV- particle motions from interference of up-
oing and downgoing wavefields at the free surface.

In this paper, we develop a method to remove free-surface multi-
les from the two types of teleseismic waves. The method utilizes
wo different concepts. First, following Wapenaar et al. �2004�, we
se the one-way wavefield reciprocity theory to construct the reflec-
ion responses from transmission responses. The same relation for
D media was derived by Claerbout �1968� in the Z-transform do-
ain, and is the basis of acoustic daylight imaging �Rickett and
laerbout, 1999�. Schuster et al. �2004� generalized the acoustic
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SI72 Fan et al.
aylight imaging idea with arbitrary reflectivity and source distribu-
ion into interferometric imaging.

The second key element of the method described here is an appli-
ation of the inverse scattering series �Weglein et al., 2003�. The in-
erse scattering series is used in two different ways. First, the 1D
orm of the inverse scattering series for transmission geometry is
sed to remove free-surface multiples in the transmission wavefield.
econd, the series is applied in the conventional way �seismic explo-
ation reflection� �Weglein et al., 2003� to remove free-surface mul-
iples in the reconstructed reflection response.

The key contribution of this paper is the unification of reciprocity
heory with the inverse scattering series method to produce an ap-
roach that can remove free-surface multiples in both the transmis-
ion and reflection responses. The method has promise for major im-
rovement estimating the impulse response of the medium with
eleseismic data compared to the more conventional receiver func-
ion technique �Vinnik, 1977; Langston, 1979�. Receiver functions
ocus on P- to S-transmission conversions. This approach has prom-
se for estimating both the transmission and reflection responses for
-waves.

RECONSTRUCTING REFLECTION RESPONSE
FROM TELESEISMIC DATA

The relationship between the reflection and transmission response
as been studied by many authors for either acoustic or elastic strati-
ed media �Claerbout, 1968; Frasier, 1970; Kennett et al., 1978;

igure 1. Illustration of teleseismic and seismic exploration geome-
ries. Primaries and multiples are indicated by solid �P-waves� and
ashed �S-waves� arrows. �a� Illustration of seismic exploration re-
ection geometry. A point source and regularly spaced receivers are

ocated at the free surface �FS�. The main waves include reflection
rimary, free surface, and internal multiples. �b� Illustration of the
verall teleseismic geometry. The actual source �earthquake� is lo-
ated at a large distance �30°–90°� from the receiver array, and the
ncident wavefield can be assumed to be well approximated by a
lane wave. �c� Definition of teleseismic transmission geometry. We
ave a plane P-wave source field incident from below and irregularly
paced receivers at the free surface. The main waves are transmitted
-waves, P-to-S conversions, free-surface multiples and internal
catterings. �d� Definition of the teleseismic virtual reflection geom-
try. A virtual P-wave source and irregularly spaced receivers are at
he free surface. All teleseismic reflection waves are constructed
rom the teleseismic transmission waves defined by �c�. The main-
ave components are reflection primary, free surface, and internal
ultiples.
rsin, 1983; Fokkema and Van Den Berg, 1993; Chapman, 1994;
apenaar et al., 2004�. Wapenaar and Grimbergen �1996� devel-

ped one-way �upgoing/downgoing� reciprocity theorems by using
ux-normalization decomposition �see also De Hoop, 1992, 1996;
apenaar, 1998� of the full two-way wavefield. Following Wap-

naar et al. �2004�, the convolution-type reciprocity theorem is

�
�1

�DA
↓DB

↑ − DA
↑DB

↓�d2x = �
�2

�DA
↓DB

↑ − DA
↑DB

↓�d2x ,

�1�

nd the correlation-type reciprocity theorem is

�
�1

��DA
↓�*DB

↓ − �DA
↑�*DB

↑�d2x

= �
�2

��DA
↓�*DB

↓ − �DA
↑�*DB

↑�d2x , �2�

here the D functions describe flux-normalized one-way wave-
elds. The superscript arrows stand for upgoing and downgoing
omponents and the subscripts A and B represent two independent
coustic seismic experiments �Figure 2�. The superscript * means
omplex conjugate of the wavefield components, and �1 and �2 are
orizontal integration boundaries. In our case, we assume �1 is just
elow the free surface and �2 is the bottom surface of the medium.
he correlation-type reciprocity, which is used in this paper, as-
umes that the wavefields have no evanescent components and the
edium between �1 and �2 is lossless and source free.
Because downgoing and upgoing one-way wavefields are related

irectly to the reflection and transmission response �see Wapenaar et
l. �2004� for more details�, the reciprocity relations for the one-way
avefield �equations 1 and 2� provide useful relationships between

hese wavefield components. Source-receiver reciprocity relations
an be obtained by considering different pairs of acoustic seismic
xperiments using the convolution-type reciprocity relation defined
y equation 1. When A and B are two acoustic seismic-reflection ex-
eriments, we can obtain source-receiver reciprocity for the reflec-
ion responses just above �1 on the free surface as

Rr
fs�xA,xB,�� = Rr

fs�xB,xA,�� . �3�

ach side of the above equation represents the reflection response
ith a free surface of one independent seismic reflection experi-
ent. The reflection response, in general, is a function of source po-

ition, receiver position, and angular frequency. Subscript r stands

igure 2. Reflection �a� and transmission/teleseismic �b� experi-
ents in 3D inhomogeneous source-free media between two bound-

ries with the top boundary �a free surface�. In this figure, S is the
ource wavelet; R and T are reflection and transmission responses;
ubscript r and t stand for reflection and transmission geometry, and
uperscript fs indicates responses with free-surface multiples.
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Teleseismic free-surface multiple removal SI73
or reflection geometry, and the superscript fs indicates reflection re-
ponse with a free surface present. Relationship 3 shows that the
ource and receiver positions can be interchanged on the free sur-
ace.

For the teleseismic problem, we need to assume that A and B are
ndependent seismic experiments with different geometries illustrat-
d in Figure 2. That is, we assume one is the reflection geometry and
he other is the transmission geometry. The source-receiver reci-
rocity relation for the transmission responses at �1 and �2 is

Tr
fs�xA,xB,�� = Tt

fs�xB,xA,�� , �4�

here the subscript t stands for transmission geometry �Figure 2�.
ollowing Wapenaar et al. �2004�, if we consider A and B as inde-
endent, acoustic, seismic reflection experiments, the correlation-
ype reciprocity relation, equation 2, requires

��xBH − xAH� − Rr
fs�xA,xB,�� − �Rr

fs�xB,xA,���*

= �
�2

�Tr
fs�x,xA,���*Tr

fs�x,xB,��d2x , �5�

here the subscripts xBH and xAH emphasize that the spatial variables
xB and xA� are constrained to earth’s surface. Combining equation 5
ith the source-receiver reciprocity relations �equation 3 and 4�, we
btain

2 Re�Rr
fs�xA,xB,��� = ��xBH − xAH�

− �
�2

�Tt
fs�xA,x,���*Tt

fs�xB,x,��d2x ,

�6�
here Re�•� means the real part of the complex spectrum. The above

quation shows that the real part of the reflection response with the
onventional reflection experiment can be constructed from the
ransmission response of a distribution of sources below. Because
he impulse response of P-waves in the reflection experiments is
ausal in the time domain, the imaginary part can be obtained by tak-
ng the Hilbert transform of the corresponding real part �Claerbout,
976; Karl, 1989; Wapenaar et al., 2004�. For plane waves in 1D
coustic media, the relation between the reflection and transmission
esponse is

2 Re�Rr
fs���� = 1 − �Tt

fs����*Tt
fs��� . �7�

The above theory was derived by Wapenaar �2003� using power
onservation and tested with synthetics by Wapenaar et al. �2003�.
he same relation was derived by Claerbout �1968� in the Z-trans-

orm domain, which is the basis of acoustic daylight imaging �Rick-
tt and Claerbout, 1999�. Schuster et al. �2004� generalized the
coustic daylight imaging idea with arbitrary reflectivity and source
istribution into interferometric imaging. In this paper, we will use
he relation between the reflection and transmission response �equa-
ion 7� to obtain the constructed reflection. This will allow us to ap-
ly the inverse scattering series to the teleseismic transmission ge-
metry to remove free-surface multiples.

FREE-SURFACE MULTIPLE REMOVAL
FROM THE TELESEISMIC WAVEFIELD

The inverse scattering series has been used to eliminate free-sur-
ace multiples in reflection seismic exploration �Weglein et al.,
997�. Here we show that for the teleseismic experiment, free-sur-
ace multiples can be removed from the total recorded teleseismic
avefield. The free-surface multiples are particularly strong with

he normal or close-to-normal incidence that characterizes the
eleseismic P-wave problem. In general, large aperture broadband
rrays undoubtedly record strong free-surface reverberations. Most
xisting methods, however, are incapable of any separation of the to-
al teleseismic wavefield. The only exception is the principle compo-
ent method Bostock and Rondenay �1999� used to approximately
eparate direct and scattered waves. That method, however, is based
n an assumption that the free-surface reflected wavefield is random
hen averaged across the entire array.
A series relationship between the reflection responses with and

ithout a free surface can be obtained for a 1D acoustic medium for
he geometry shown in Figure 3. We initially assume an incident
owngoing plane wave. Because the free surface has a reflection co-
fficient of −1, Weglein et al., �2003� show that

Rr
fs��� = Rr����1 − Rr��� + �Rr����2 − �Rr����3 + ¯ �

= Rr���/�1 + Rr���� . �8�

ewriting the above equation, we can get the impulse response of the
eflection experiment without free-surface multiples as a series in
erms of the reflection response with free-surface multiples

Rr��� = Rr
fs���/�1 − Rr

fs����

= Rr
fs��� + �Rr

fs����2 + �Rr
fs����3 + ¯ . �9�

For the teleseismic transmission problem, again assuming a 1D
coustic medium we can obtain a similar relationship between the
ransmission and reflection response �Figure 4�. Let the transmission
esponse without a free surface �Figure 4a� be Tt���, and the trans-
ission response with a free surface present �Figure 4b� be Tt

fs���.
he relation of these two transmission response functions is shown
y Figure 4c. That is,

Tt
fs��� = Tt����1 − Rr��� + �Rr����2 − �Rr����3 + ¯ �

= Tt���/�1 + Rr���� . �10�

ence, using the same series form as equation 9, the transmission re-
ponse without free-surface multiples can be obtained by

Tt��� = Tt
fs���/�1 − Rr

fs����

= Tt
fs����1 + Rr

fs��� + �Rr
fs����2 + ¯ � , �11�

here Rr
fs��� is the reflection response of the media with the free sur-

ace present. Equation 11 is the most important result of this paper.

igure 3. Enumeration of wavefield components in a reflection ex-
eriment for 1D acoustic earth with unit-amplitude normal-inci-
ence source wavefield, with and without a free surface. �a� Seismic
eflection without a free surface; �b� seismic reflection with a free
urface; �c� free-surface multiples of seismic reflection experiment.
he symbols are defined as in Figure 2.
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SI74 Fan et al.
he key idea is that Rr
fs��� can be reconstructed from Tt

fs��� by equa-
ion 7. Tt

fs��� is related to the recorded teleseismic data D��� by

D��� = S���Tt
fs��� , �12�

here S��� is a source wavelet. Estimating the source signature is a
undamental problem in handling real teleseismic P-wave data �e.g.
aig et al., 2005, or Pavlis, 2003, 2005�. For the present, we will as-

ume S��� known and we can obtain Tt
fs��� from D��� through

ome form of deconvolution. In the discussion section, we consider
his limitation further. Equation 11 is still very important because it
rovides a new way to remove free-surface multiples from the
eleseismic transmission P-wave response function.

RECONSTRUCTING THE REFLECTION
RESPONSE FROM TELESEISMIC

FREE-SURFACE MULTIPLES

After free-surface multiples are removed from the total teleseis-
ic transmission wavefield, the remaining wavefield contains pure

ransmission waves and internal scatterings from the lithosphere or
he upper mantle. We can exploit this insight and take the difference

Tt
fsm��� = Tt

fs��� − Tt��� , �13�

here Tt
fsm��� are the pure free-surface multiples in the transmission

esponse. The internal multiples are also canceled on the right side of
quation 13 in Tt

fs��� and Tt��� by the subtraction.
For the acoustic approximation assumed here, equation 13 is re-

ated closely to the reflection response. In particular, for the teleseis-
ic plane waves, we can reconstruct the reflection response as

Rr
fs��� = − QTt

fsm���ei�tT, �14�

here Q is a constant representing an overall amplitude difference
nd tT is the travel-time delay of pure transmission waves through
he study region. Equation 14 says that Tt

fsm��� is the same as the re-
ection response except for an amplitude factor and a completely
redictable time shift. Rr

fs��� and Tt
fsm��� have opposite signs be-

ause of the −1 free-surface reflection coefficient. In fact, substitut-
ng equation 11 into equation 13 produces

Rr
fs��� = − Tt

fsm���/Tt��� . �15�

quation 15 is an approximation of equation 14 when the internal
ultiples in the transmission response are ignored. Once the free-

urface multiple removal in Tt
fs��� is complete, Rr

fs��� obtained by
quation 14 is close to that constructed by equation 7. Equation 14
rovides an important, fundamental insight: Both the constructed re-

igure 4. Enumeration of wavefield components in a transmission
xperiment �teleseismic geometry� for a 1D acoustic earth with unit-
mplitude normal-incidence source wavefield, with and without a
ree surface. �a� Transmission without a free surface; �b� transmis-
ion with a free surface; �c� free surface reverberations. The symbols
re defined as in Figure 2.
ection waves — from the virtual reflection geometry and the waves
enerated by the transmission wavefield acting as a secondary
ource at the free surface — can be used as an indication of the im-
ulse response of the earth.

SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES

ynthetic tests for 1D acoustic model

We generated synthetic data sets to test the above concepts by con-
olving a computed impulse responses with a source wavelet �e.g.,
igure 5�. The synthetics were generated using the � − p method
ith a 1D acoustic medium �Table 1� using a package developed by
errmann �2002�. Figure 5 was produced by convolving the com-
uted impulse response �slowness of 0.12 s/km� with a simulated
ource wavelet that was produced from actual teleseismic P-wave
ignals. The simulations model a range of ray parameters, from 0 to
.12 s/km, consistent with actual teleseismic P-waves. The free sur-
ace causes free-surface multiples seen in Figure 6a that are effec-
ively removed by application of equation 11. The transmission re-
ponse with free-surface multiples removed is a pure delta function
ulse except for a small internal multiple response �e.g., about 12 s
fter the direct wave for slowness of 0 in Figure 6a�.

The constructed reflection response �Figure 6b� is identical to the
eflection impulse response corresponding to the three-layer model.
igure 6b also shows how the conventional reflection series removes
ree-surface multiples. This demonstrates the benefit of using this
pproach to recover primary reflections from the lower crust to up-
er mantle.

Figure 6c validates the separation concept of equation 13 and also
onfirms the results of the construction procedure of reflection re-

igure 5. Illustration of synthetic source wavelet, teleseismic re-
ponses and data with/without free-surface multiples. Trace A is a
ource wavefield used to simulate real data. It is an actual teleseismic
-wave. Trace B is the teleseismic impulse response of a three-layer

ithospheric acoustic earth model with the free surface; trace C is the
eleseismic response after free-surface multiple removal. The re-

aining pulses correspond to the transmission primary and internal
ultiples. Trace D is the simulated teleseismic data with the free-

urface multiples. It is generated by the convolution of A and B.
race E is simulated teleseismic data after free-surface multiple re-
oval. D and E illustrate that the data before and after free-surface
ultiple removal do not look very different. This is a common prop-

rty of real teleseismic data in which the source wavefield has a long
uration compared to the impulse response of interest.
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ponses �dashed traces in Figure 6b� using equation 7. It works also
ecause the internal multiples in the transmission response in equa-
ion 14 are canceled by the subtraction.

We also experimented with an eight-layer acoustic model �Table
� to understand how the method might respond with a significant
ransmission energy delayed by internal multiples �Figure 7�. It
hows that when an earth model has more variability, the theory is
qually valid, and we can still segment primary transmitted P, prima-
y reflected P, and multiples. The transmitted wavefield estimate
ontains some residual energy from internal multiples, but the trans-
itted pulse is a much closer approximation to the desired delta

unction. It also shows that when the earth model becomes more
omplex, more multiples are present and free-surface multiple re-
oval becomes more significant.

ests for synthetic noise data

All the above synthetic results were produced under the assump-
ion of an ideal case with no noise. However, all real teleseismic data
ave different levels of natural noise. To test the sensitivity of the al-
orithm to noise, we produced a set of simulated noisy data from the
hree-layer acoustic model �Table 1� at different S/N ratios. The S/N
atios are defined here as the ratios of peak amplitudes of the signal
nd noise. The simulated noisy data �Figure 8a� were produced by
dding varying levels of Gaussian white noise to synthetics con-
olved with a simulated teleseismic source wavelet �Figure 5�. Here
e are assuming that the source wavelet is known accurately. We es-

imated the impulse response of the noisy, simulated data by estimat-
ng an inverse wavelet using a convolutional quelling operator
Backus, 1970; Meyerholtz et al., 1989� with a Gaussian smoothing
lter �e.g., Lindenbaum et al., 1994� with a pulse width of 1 s �Fig-
re 8b�. This method is useful for this application because teleseis-
ic data are always band-limited at high frequencies, but less limit-

d at low frequencies. The results are shown in Figure 8c. It is clear
hat with an S/N ratio higher than 5, the constructed reflection re-
ponses are acceptable and the free-surface multiple removal tech-
iques are effective �Figure 8�. It is important to note that SNR of
eal data is usually much higher than 5. When we constructed the im-
ulse response using a devonvolution operator constructed from the
assumed known� wavelet, the noise in the impulse response was
trongly suppressed. This occurs for the same reason that vibroseis
orks. The white noise we added has an autocorrelation equal, in the

imit, to a delta function. Convolution with the inverse operator de-
ived from the source wavelet reduces the noise by using a weighted
verage over the length of the inverse operator. This is encouraging
ecause it says that if we can estimate the source wavelet accurately,
e can potentially utilize data at modest S/N ratios. Estimating the

ource wavelet is, however, potentially problematic. We discuss this
urther in the Discussion section.

able 1. Three-layer lithospheric earth model.

Layer lower
oundary depth �km�

P-wave velocity
�km/s�

S-wave velocity
�km/s�

Density
�g/cm3�

6 4 2.3 2.3

40 6 3.5 2.8

�40 8 4.7 3.3
COUSTIC THEORY APPLIED TO ELASTIC DATA

The theory described above is for 1D acoustic media but could po-
entially be expanded to an elastic multidimension version �Weglein

igure 6. For a three-layer lithospheric earth model with different
ay parameters, �a� teleseismic responses before �dashed� and after
solid� free-surface effect removal and �b� reflection responses are
econstructed using equation 7. In both �a� and �b�, the original re-
ponse is shown as a dashed curve, and the result after free-surface
ultiple removal is shown as a solid curve. Note that in this and sim-

lar figures that follow, the solid curves often totally cover up the
ashed curves because the primaries are not altered by the free-sur-
ace multiple-removal procedure. �c� Impulse response of free-sur-
ace multiples separated from �a� using equation 13 and multiplied
y −1 �solid curve�, compared to the reconstructed reflection re-
ponses in �b� �dashed traces�, computed using equation 7.
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t al., 2003; Wapenaar et al., 2004�. The main contribution of this pa-
er is that it is the first to unify the concepts of the reflection/trans-
ission reconstruction at a free surface with the inverse scattering

eries. The extensions to elastic and 3D media will require additional
ork. Nonetheless, we note that additional synthetic elastic experi-
ents demonstrate that an acoustic assumption is probably better

han one might guess.
We tested the above 1D acoustic theory with a three-layer, elastic

ave model �Table 1�. The incident wave slowness values range
rom 0 �vertical incidence� to 0.12 s/km �a phase velocity of
.3 km/s�. In examining these results, note that it is currently routine
ractice to use only teleseismic P-wave data in a distance range of
0° to 90° �or about 3330 to 9990 km, corresponding to slowness of
.042 and 0.079 s/km, respectively�. The reasons for this are prag-
atic: Real data from sources at distances less than 30° are compli-

ated by triplications caused by upper mantle discontinuities, and
ata from sources at distances greater than 90 degrees are complicat-
d by interaction with the core-mantle boundary. Hence, only the
.06 s/km simulation is within the range of current data-processing
ractice. We present a wider range of results, however, as the full
uite is useful to appraise the validity of the acoustic approximation.

able 2. Eight-layer acoustic lithospheric earth model.

Layer lower boundary depth
�km�

P-wave velocity
�km/s�

Density
�g/cm3�

2 2.8 2.0

8 4.0 2.4

12 3.0 2.1

20 4.8 2.6

30 5.5 2.8

40 6.3 3.0

60 8.8 3.8

�60 7.0 3.3

igure 7. �a� Teleseismic response from normal-incident plane
-waves of an eight-layer lithospheric earth model before �dashed�
nd after �solid� free-surface multiple removal, �b� reconstructed re-
ection responses from normal-incident plane P-waves of an eight-

ayer acoustic lithospheric earth model before �dashed� and after
solid� free-surface multiple removal.
 �
igure 8. Noisy data simulation results. �a� Teleseismic data with
ifferent level of white noise and �b� the transmitted wave impulse
esponse computed from �a� using a deconvolution filter constructed
rom the actual source wavelet used to generate the simulated data.
he dashed line is the impulse response before free-surface multiple

emoval, and the solid line is the impulse response with free-surface
ultiples removed. Compared to �b�, �c� shows the reconstructed re-
ection responses for varying S/N ratios. We note that in lower S/N
onditions, the process of removing free-surface multiples from the
eleseismic transmission data using the transmission series expan-
ion �where the reconstructed reflection is used� delivers better re-
ults compared to the results from only reconstructing the reflection
esponse, because of the dominant amplitude of the first arrival in
ransmission response. The reconstructed reflection response corre-
ponds to a three-layer acoustic lithospheric earth model before

dashed� and after �solid� free-surface multiple removal.
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ne should keep in mind that for this model and this set of incident
lowness vectors, increasing slowness always leads to increasingly
trong P-to-S conversions. Hence, the acoustic approximation be-
omes progressively poorer as slowness increases.

We would argue that the results of this set of simulations show two
hings worth noting.

First, the acoustic approximation is less of a problem for remov-
ng free-surface multiples from the transmission response than it is
or constructing the reflection response. Figure 9a shows that our
ethod, based on the acoustic approximation, reduces the transmis-

ion response to a fair approximation of the direct P impulse even for
nrealistically low phase velocities. This is not true for the construct-
d reflection response �Figure 9b�. The reflection response is in-
reasingly impacted by S-to-P conversions as slowness increases.
he resulting multiples are, as expected, eliminated by the acoustic
ultiple-removal method with two types of primaries remained: P

eflected and S-to-P converted primaries. For both transmission and
eflection responses, the free-surface multiples �including both re-
ected and converted P-waves� are predicted correctly and removed.
his is because the inverse scattering series method works for �P, S�
omponent data �Weglein et al., 2003�.

Second, exploiting polarization helps very lit-
le in this case. Figures 9c and d show the effect of
sing Kennett’s �1991� free-surface transforma-
ion matrix �p subscript� compared to using data
rom a simple vertical component instrument �z
ubscript�. Because of the near-vertical incidence
f the wavefield in this geometry, polarization
oes not have a large effect. Furthermore, Figure
d shows that the mixed mode primary reflections
events B� and D� in Figure 9d� are the largest
oise pulses in this reconstructed reflection re-
ponse. The polarization transform cannot elimi-
ate this type of mixed-mode path because it is re-
orded as an upgoing P-wave, after one leg as a
owngoing S-wave. Clearly, a full elastic theory
s needed to separate this type of wave component
rom the full wavefield.

DISCUSSION
This paper is in a special section devoted to in-

erferometric/daylight imaging. It is worthwhile
iscussing why this paper has any relevance to
hat problem at all. The main answer is that day-
ight imaging with P-waves commonly appeals to
he reciprocity relations we described above and
pplies them as the theoretical basis for recon-
tructing the equivalent reflection response using
rosscorrelation of the noise field. In daylight im-
ging, a critical assumption is that the noise field
s being generated by randomly distributed sourc-
s so that ensemble averages are not biased by
patial coloring of the noise field. The theory we
escribe here is linked to daylight imaging by the
ransmission-to-reflection transformation opera-
or. The way we expect to use it, however, is total-
y different. The expected primary application of
his technique is to improve methods for imaging
he earth with teleseismic body waves.

The potential application of this approach to

Figure 9. Elas
scribed by Tab
and after �soli
the slowness �
tion responses
before �dashe
0.06 s/km wi
formed P �Cp�
al, �d� reconst
nent before �d
A, B, C, D, an
ing P- and con
S-waves.
eal teleseismic data has two elements. The first is the estimation of
he P-to-SV transmission conversion strength commonly called re-
eiver functions �Vinnik, 1977; Langston, 1979; Pavlis �2003,
005�, have argued that the conventional methods for computing re-
eiver functions are founded on an assumption that is demonstrably
rong in ways seen in synthetics in this paper. That is, the conven-

ional approach assumes that the vertical component data are the
ource wavelet. As this paper demonstrates, the data recorded at the
urface are not the source wavelet, but the source wavelet altered by
he transmission response of the medium with the free surface
resent. Our simulations show that removing free-surface multiple
omponents from the transmitted wavefield leads to an impulse re-
ponse that is a very good approximation to a single impulse at the
rrival time of the direct �ballistic� wave. With this insight, a poten-
ial wavelet estimation scheme is similar to that used in reflection

ultiple removals methods using the inverse-scattering series �Mat-
on, 2000�. The basic idea is to invert for the wavelet by finding one
hat minimizes the output energy in the reconstructed reflection re-
ponse with multiples removed �equation 9�. This wavelet potential-
y can provide a more accurate representation of the source wavelet

el simulations. For a three-layer elastic lithospheric earth model de-
different ray parameters, �a� teleseismic responses before �dashed�

-surface multiple removal. The numbers on the left of each trace are
ameter� of the incident wavefield in s/km. �b� Reconstructed reflec-
d from the transmission responses computed with the same model
after �solid� free-surface multiple removal. For ray parameter

same model, �c� teleseismic responses of vertical �Cz� and trans-
onent before �dashed� and after �solid� free-surface multiple remov-
reflection responses of vertical �Dz� and transformed P �Dp� compo-
and after �solid� free-surface multiple removed. Upper case letters
�, C�, D� indicate specific impulse responses of certain correspond-
waves. Solid arrows indicate P-waves, and dashed arrows stand for
tic mod
le 1 at

d� free
ray par
derive

d� and
th the
comp

ructed
ashed�
d A�, B
verted
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hat will produce better estimates of P-to-SV conversion strength
receiver functions� when used to deconvolve SV and SH compo-
ent data. The second element of this approach is that it provides the
oundation for accurate construction of primary reflections from
eleseismic P-wave data. The most commonly used approaches to-
ay cannot do this. In receiver function estimation, an operator is
omputed that transforms the longitudinal component data to an im-
ulse at zero lag. This is equivalent to assuming the data recorded on
he longitudinal component is not altered by any scattering in trans-

ission through the depth range of interest �Pavlis, 2003, 2005�.
aig et al. �2005� recently developed a promising alternative method

o approach this problem. Their approach uses crosscorrelations be-
ween P- and SV-wavefield components and is a completely differ-
nt approach to estimating the P-wave impulse response from
eleseismic data.

Our expectation is that the method described in the previous sec-
ions can be applied to real data recorded station-by-station, even
hough the analysis is in one dimension. We base this conjecture on
hree things. Firstly, much current real data analysis has yielded suc-
essful results with 1D methods �e.g., Lay and Wallace, 1995�: body
ave modeling used for moment tensor inversion modeling, 1D re-

eiver function, 1D waveform inversion, etc. Secondly, at the scale
f teleseismic body waves �wavelength �5 km or more�, the earth is
ominated by vertically varying �1D� structure. This, combined with
he near-vertical incidence of teleseismic body waves, suggests the
pproximation may not be that seriously deficient. Finally, current
ata give us little choice anyway. Data densities of existing teleseis-
ic array experiments make the extension of this approach to the
ultidimensional form impossible. The extension to a multidimen-

ional form may prove useful if future experiments make it applica-
le. The preliminary real data results by this 1D approach show
romise for this method �Fan 2005; Fan and Pavlis, 2005�.

CONCLUSIONS

Our method demonstrates how to remove free-surface multiples
rom teleseismic waves. The reflection response construction is crit-
cal for free-surface multiple removal from teleseismic wavefields.
he algorithm is effective for synthetic teleseismic data with the S/N

atio higher than 5. For lower S/N ratio, the quality of the removal of
ree-surface multiples from transmission and constructed reflection
ata depends critically on the success of the construction procedure.
or teleseismic wave ray parameters from 0.042 to 0.079 s/km, nu-
erical examples show that elastic teleseismic data can be processed

pproximately well by the acoustic algorithm; it seems possible to
rocess real teleseismic data with our algorithm.
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